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0 VERVIEW
The continuing contribution of Engineersthroughout the BBC to
the range, quality, and quantity of our programmes, and to the
quality of the signal received in the home, will be evident from
the contributions in this publication.
In particular, marked improvements have been made to FM
coverage as we move towards the time when Radio 1, Radio 2,
and Radio 3 will all be FM-only. Over the last 12 months Radio 1
FM UK coverage has increased from 62% to 88%, and ten FM
'fillers' have opened to improve coverage for all services. No
fewer than seven fillers are scheduled to open next month!
During the year Engineering Division, like other areas in the
BBC, has been subjected to scrutiny with the aim of making
economies that will provide additional money for both
programmes and salaries. As a result Design & Equipment
Department and Research Department have reorganised, and
Engineering Secretariat has been dissolved, with the loss of
some posts.
The delay in finishing the new White City building was
disappointing, but fortunately under the terms of our contract
the financial inconvenience wasvisitedon the contractor rather
than ourselves. The first staff contingent will move in shortly,
but the majority of staff making the move will not enjoy the
facilities in the new building until the early months of next year.

RANSMISSION

GOVERNMENT WHITE PAPER
The measurement of Transmission's performance
in relation to commercial organisations, referred to
in the Price Waterhouse Report and in subsequent
discussions, has been addressed and Transmission
have now been established asa Strategic Business
Unit. Formal Agreements have been established
with each of the Output Directorates for the
operational services provided: these set out
the engineering performance standards, the
availability of service, conditions of service and
charges. The chargesare based upon newarrangements that provide for Transmission being
financially accountable on the same basis as a
commercial company.
These formal agreements and financial arrangements were a pre-condition to the Home Office
agreeing toTransmission's continuing involvement
in commercial activities. The Home Office has
wide-ned the scope of activities during the past
twelve months and Transmission have been
successful in obtaining a number of important new
contracts in the UK and overseas.

TRANSMITTER OPERATIONS
Implementation of the agreement, reached last
year, to further reduce the number of UK
Maintenance Bases and associated staffing levels
has continued and further agreements have been
reached on the reduction of staff at a number of
Overseas Relay Stations, including Cyprus where
the reduction amounted to 24 posts.
High winds in Januaryresulted in abnormally high
failures in the electricity supply and some damage
to antenna systems and arrays. The latter made
substantial demands upon the staff involved as
much of the repair work was undertaken in
appalling weather conditions.
Summer, and the very hot weather, brought about
a very different set of problems as temperatures
soared well above the normal upper limits.
Particular difficulties were experienced at stations
undergoing re-engineering where the service was

being maintained using temporary transmitters
housed in containers. Some fairly novel methods
of cooling were applied.

SITES AND PREMISES
Twenty-nine new sites were acquired during the
past year of which twelve were for Television Relay
Stations, four for FM Radio Fillers, two for Medium
Frequency Relays (replacement sites), one for a
Communications Link site and ten for Radio Car
Bases. Appropriate agreements were also obtained
to the addition of FM Radio services at nine existing
locations.
Despite the increasing difficulties associated with
obtaining planning consents, the average time
from receipt of a site brief to providing access for
building is now down to approximately one and a
half years.

CAPITAL PROJECTS
Broadcast Communications
Demands upon the services of the Broadcast
Communications Section continue at the high
level of previous years. There are just over 120
projects currently being progressed.
They include a variety of mobile and fixed microwave links, a number of Radio Car Base Stations
and Radio Cars, and a satellite receiving system at
Television Centre that will use a 9.2 metre tracking
antenna and be capable of receiving television
programme material directly from the Eutelsat or
lntelsat satellites.
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The Section had to respond very rapidly to a
request from World Service for the provision of
a satellite receiving system for the World Service
programme feeds in Lesotho. (The Lesotho TelecommunicationsCorporation gave very short notice
of their intention to redirect their only satellite
receiving antenna onto an alternative satellite that
did not carry World Service programmes.) A
contract for a satellite receiving system, conforming
to lntelsat Standard B specification (13 metre
tracking, C-Band antenna) was placed in May of
this year and the installation was being used to
receiveWorld Service programmes at the beginning
of September.

South & West Quick Response Vehicle supplied to Bristol

Telecommunications

13 metre C-band tracking antenna installed in Lesotho

Two new masthead receiving systems were
brought into service during the year at Mendip and
Rowridge, remotely controlled from Bristol and
Southampton respectively, and a further facility is
currently under construction at Barden Hill.
The Section has also provided a number of quick
response vehicles that are capable of transmitting
at 2.5 GHz or 7 GHz via a 60 cm antenna mounted
on a 10 metre pneumatic mast. Reallocation of
frequencies by the DTI and the frequency changing
of Local Radio, News & Current Affairs and Outside
Broadcast RTsystems, andfrequencyand polarisation changing of the Radio Taxi systems resulted in
a considerable amount of work for the Section.

The PABX replacement programme, begun in the
early 1980s. is nearing completion and has
resulted in the demise of the electro-mechanical
automatic exchanges. New generation storedprogramme control exchanges, that provide for
easy connectivity to any BBC location, were
installed this year in Manchester, Belfast, Cardiff,
Nottingham, Elstree and Norwich as part of this
replacement programme. In addition, a new PABX
was installed at the new building at White City.
The first digital 2 Mbit/s trunk routes will be
introduced this year replacing the analogue
routes and facilitating increased capacity and
transparency between sites. 5-digit extension
numbering has been introduced at certain locations and this will eventually remove the need for
inter-building dialling codes.
The rationalisation of analogue circuits between
Regional Centres conlinues and digital links are
now, as a result, carrying both voice and data

traffic. The node equipment sited in London and
the Regions has a degree of 'intelligent' switching
that enables faulty routes and equipment to be
'healed' without any interruption to services. Sites
currently equipped to accept the digital routes
are Glasgow, Edinburgh, Belfast, Newcastle,
Bangor, Manchester, Leeds, Nottingham, Norwich,
Birmingham, Warwick, Milton Keynes, Caversham,
London, Southampton, Bristol, Cardiff and Plymouth.

Power Systems
Power Systems Section's current workload covers
some 45 projects ranging from LV installations on
FM fillers to major HV projects, studio UPSs and
standby diesel systems. The Section is also
responsible for the project management of a
number of multi-discipline transmitter and utilities
projects including replacement of the water
production and distribution system for Ascension
Island, the provision of power supply arrangements for the European Space Agency satellite
tracking station, also on Ascension Island, and the
new 11 kV and41 5 V switchgear and transformers
that will replace the existing 29 year old plant at
Television Centre.

Power Station on Ascension Island generator hall

Antenna Systems
Following the installation of the new transmitting
antenna at Rosemarkie near Inverness, all the high
power FM network radio stations are now broadcasting using mixed polarisation. Re-engineering
of the antenna systems at the medium power FM
stations has also begun with Ashkirk already
installed and Morecambe Bay and Haverfordwest
both due for completion by the end of the year.
Antenna installations for the FM filler programme
and new local radio services have also continued
apace throughout the year.
Increased coverage of Radio 1 FM nationally and
Radio 4 FM in the National Regions has been a top
priority and has required an intense programme of
combiner unit installations, often at the rate of
one per week.

- inset: fuel tank under construction.

Fixed link SHF antenna systems have been installed
at several sites in North Wales. Installations for a
link between Southampton and Brighton will be
complete by the year's end. For outside broadcasts,
steerable 2.5/7.0GHzsystems have been installed
at Mendipand Bardon Hill as well as a new 1.5 GHz
system at Crystal Palace.
At BEMRS Cyprus the HF balanced switching
matrix has been completely replaced in-situ with a
modern fully screened version. Two antennas have
also been modified and fitted with combiners for
high power operation. At Skelton C the installation
of the coaxial switching matrix is complete and
work has begun on the installation of the 15 wideband HF antennas and associated feeder systems.
Work to uprate the HF switching matrix at
Rampisham has been completed in preparation for
the two new 500 kW senders, and advanced
planning has also been undertaken for two future
developments - Masirah and Daventry.

Local Radio Transmitters have been provided at
Manningtree and Great Barton for the new Radio
Suffolk station and at Meriden and Larkstoke
for CWR.
The new West Transmitter Hall at Rampishamwas
completed in March 1990 and installation of
the two new Marconi 500 kW transmitters began.
HVtesting is now taking place and the transmitters
are due to enter service in December 1990, taking
over from the last two 100 kW transmitters, which
will then be removed, and bringing the complement of 500 kW transmitters at Rampisham to a
total of ten.
The main installation phase at Skelton C is now
well under way. Building work was finished in
March and the power installation, carried out by
W.H. Smith, is now almost complete. Four Marconi
300 kW transmitters have been installed and
testing is under way to allow the first two to be put
into service for the summer 1991 schedule.

Transmitters
A total of 25 new UHF television relay stations
were brought into service during the past twelve
months, bringing the total number of stations in
service to 940. An external composite contract has
just been placed to complete the final phase of the
200 W relay station re-engineering programme.
Re-engineering of the existing main stations
continues, with work currently being undertaken
at Belmont, Sandy Heath and Mendip. These three
stations, together w i t h the seven already
completed, all utilising pulsed klystrons, will allow
stereo sound to be radiated to 73% of the
population in the autumn of next year.
On FM, work is continuing on the re-engineering
programme, bringing mixed polarisation and
improved reliability of service. Radio 1 FM will be
available to almost 90% of the population by the
end of the year and work continues on the
provision of Radio 4 FM services in the National
Regions.
New towers at Skelton C.

The new 'filler' station at Bow Brickhill, covering
the Milton Keynes area, has increased population
coverage of National Network FM radio by 250,000,
and the other nine 'fillers' introduced during the
past twelve months extended coverage to some
84,000 people.

Installation of the two new 250 kW Marconi
transmitters at Cyprus is complete and the
commissioning programme is progressing well.
Both transmitters will be in service by the end
of 1990.

Following the site survey of Masirah in May 1989
much discussion has taken place on how the
station's broadcaststo the Indian subcontinent can
best be improved, within a framework of financial
considerations over the coming years. It is agreed
in principle that complete re-engineering of the HF
site is required, together with replacement of the
power station (located at the MF site) which is
nearing the end of its useful life. World Service
have issued a Requirement for the first stage of
re-engineering, the replacement of the antenna
system with twelve new 3-band arrays together
with support structures. Detailed planning for this
is in progress with the objective of submitting a
Capital Expenditure Proposal in thespring of 1991.

Technical Investigations
Over the past twelve months Transmission
Technical lnvestigations section of TED have
completed a number of investigations which have
greatly contributed to the planning of future
projects.
The notable work done this year has included an
investigation into the feasibility of a Transmiss.ion
Operations Centre, calculations of the safe' RF
levels associated with the preferred World Service
antenna field layout at Daventry, and the solving of
a number of long standing problems on installed
technical equipment at various Transmitter sites
across the UK and overseas.

Monitoring and Control

Corporate Communications

An HF Automatic Control System developed by
Transmission Engineering in conjunction with
Design and Equipment has been brought into
service on Ascension Island. This brings to five the
HF stations equipped with this equipment, and
work is in progress on two more. Work is also well
advanced on a project to provide the Automatic
Control System at the World Service station on
Cyprus. A new feature of this particular equipment
is control of a diplexed array being provided at this
site. The system will also control and monitor the
World Service MF transmitters at another site on
the Island. Another Automatic Control System is
being constructed for Skelton in Cumbria. This
equipment will enable the new Skelton C site to
operate unattended - staff resident at Skelton A
will be able to control the station remotely.

Work continues aimed at optimising the usage of
the frequencies allocated by the Radiocommunications Agency, DTI, to the Broadcasters for
programme making through the auspices of the
'Joint Frequency Management Group'. A major
review of cataloguing frequency usage is nearing
completion together with a new system of selfmanaged licensing to be introduced early in 1991.

New generation MK2 NlCAM codecs have been
installed in Wales to provide stereo programme
feeds including Radio 1 and Radio 4UK.to the FM
transmitters at Blaenplwyf, and work is well
advanced to extend the feeds to Llanddona.
Tenders have been invited for the supply of
decoders to equip the whole country with MK2
equipment. Installationof the NlCAM equipment at
Blaenplwyf has enabled full dynamic RDS to be
introduced to the FM services there. RDS has also
been introduced to the Channel Islands, following
completion of the UHF link to Jersey, again using
MK2 NlCAM equipment. The Isle of Man now has
an RDS service and work has now started on
equipping transmitters in the Highlands of
Scotland.

Considerable effort has been expended during the
last twelve months keeping track of all of the
changes in Licensing and Regulation that have an
effect on the BBC's usage of telecommunications.
Several new Licences are currently under review
with OfteVDTI and much patient scrutiny has been
required to protect the BBC's long-term freedom to
make programmes in the most cost effective and
efficient ways.
As part of the 'Funding the Future' requirements,
work is in hand to strengthen the financial
management of telecommunications services
purchased by the BBC.
Pilot studies carried out during 1989/90 have
indicated that reasonable savings can accrue by
careful scrutiny of the usage made of current
systems and the charges incurred. Increased
activity in 1990 will contribute towards the cost
savings required (f1 m/year by the end of Year 3).

TELEVISION
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NETWORKS

Elstree

London Studios

Studio Insert Unit One has been converted to Beta
SP 1/2 inch videotape format and provided with
lightweight lkegami 55A CCD camera heads to
work with existing camera base stations.

StudioTC1 has had all asbestosstripped out under
the project management of consultants Hinton &
Higgs, with Cape Contracts Ltd as the removal
contractor. New accoustic treatment is being fitted
to the studio shell within a Norwest Holst building
contract.
Retractable audience seating is being installed,
with three sectors angled to focus centre stage, by
Audience Systems. There are 384 seats with
provision for six wheelchair locations in the front
row. New audience entrances are being formed
including an ACED-designed bridge to give access
at first floor level.
The technical contractors, Sony, AMS and Philip
Drake are carrying out complete re-equipping of
the galleries and studio facilities. The Production
lighting system is being completely replaced with
mechanical support equipment and luminaires by
Lee Colonran and dimming equipment by DEW
Electrical Engineering. Lighting control will be by
the BBC D&ED Q2 console which has also been
approved for service in TC6.
After much delay due to the asbestos removal, TC1
is now due to return to service in January 1991.
Studio TC6 will then come out of service for its
refurbishment programme.
Thomson 1542 and 1647 CCD solid state sensor
cameras have been approved for service in TC1,
TC3, TC4, and TC6.
At the end of January the worn-out 'Qwart' dualsource luminaires in Studio TC8 were replaced by
208 'Michaelangelo' fittings from De Sisti Lighting.

Graphics
Two additional Quantel Paintboxes have been put
into service. A 'simple' video rostrum camera
facility, for providing moving pictures, is being
installed recording on to Beta SP 1/2 inch videotape.

Central Areas
All of the television circuit switching operations
previously carried out at Broadcasting House are
now directly controlled from Television Centre. The
EOC (formerly London Control Room) no longer
handles television work and the systems in London
Switching Centre are all now remoted to CAR
and/or SCAR, and the staff withdrawn. In addition
a larger vision circuit router is being installed in
CAR which will now handle outgoing as well as
incoming circuits, providing a traditional SB router
function.
In order to give the identity and promotion of BBC1
and BBC2 a new, modern and consistent image,
new equipment is being installed in London and
the Regions to replace the BBC1 'WORLD' and
TWO' symbols and the on-screen clocks. The new
clock has been designed by D&ED and is
implemented using digital video techniques
removing the aliasing artefacts when the hands
are near vertical. The new symbol equipment is
based on the new Sony laser disc WORM players.
These are to be used for the animation sequences
with regional, stereo and subtitle captions linear
keyed.
The current major project is the building of a new
Network Transmission Area for the transmission
of BBC1 and BBC2. This area will be fully selfcontained including videotape facilities and fully
automated by the Presentation Information and
Control System (PICS).The building work is almost
complete and the major contracts for PICS and the
technical installation have been placed. This area
is to be implemented using digital audio giving a
completely digital path from the VT replay or OB
SiS eccoder direct to the home.

Film
With a greater awarenessof pollution affecting the
neighbourhood, the splendid old diesel generating
sets dating from the 1930s which provided DC
lighting power for the Film Stages at TFS will run
no more. Modernformsof stage lighting permit AC
power to be used, and the LEB has provided a new
11 kV feeder and 1 MW is now available for the
stages.
The conversion of film crews to use electronic
cameras continues. There are now facilities
available for about half the crews to shoot video
if required.

Television Centre : Stage V :
Post Production Centre
Occupation of the seven office floors to the front of
the building has now been achieved and the
building fit-out of the five technical levels to the
rear was complete in September. In the basement
a secure videotape handling and short term tape
storage area is being established and, on the upper
floors, phased access to the technical levels has
allowed the progression of technical installations
for the central routeing matrix, fourth technical
floor dubbing and editing areas, and the second
floor multipurpose videotape cubicles. Installation
-
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of telecine areas on the first technical level, and
videotape edit cubicles on the third technical level,
is planned to commence around the end of 1990
for a target service date early in 1992. At this time
virtually all post production operations will have
moved to the new block.

OUTSIDE BROADCASTS
Sony are currently constructing three 3/4 cameracapable 'Type 7' Outside Broadcast vehicles to
replace 2/3 camera units in London, Bristol and
Wales. The first of these was exhibited at IBC 90.

A sophisticated multi-format mobile VTR unit is
nearing completion for use by London Outside
Broadcasts.This is being constructed by I P Kinloch
under the project management of PID Tel.
The process of updating the Colour Mobile Central
Control Room (CMCCR)continuedwith the replacement of the sound desk with an 80-channel assignable desk from AMS and replacement of the
communications system. This work required the
CMCCR articulated trailer to be lengthened and
was carried out within a very tight timescale in
order to cover the 1990 University Boat Race. This
project was carried out 'in-house' by Studio and
06 Group of PID Tel.

BBC ENTERPRISES
Satellite Services
A transmission area has been installed in
Television Centre for use with the BBC TV Europe
service and the Enterprise Channel which is
carried on the experimental Olympus satellite.
The area uses t w o Grass Valley Master 21
presentation switchers, one with four audio levels
for different languages, and Betacom SPVideotape
recorders.

REGIONS
The main Regional Centres are being converted to
allow for the introduction of stereo sound from
autumn 1991. This work is being carried out at the
minimum level required to ensure that the stereo
image is not destroyedduring the pre- and post-opt

phases and during time-shifted programmes.
Modifications to monitoring systems in central
areas, videotape areas and essential studios are
also being carried out where necessary. This work
will also enable the transmission of stereo OB
signals to London.
The Insertion Communications Equipment (ICE) is
being replaced to enable the long held objective of
re-allocation of some frame blanking for teletext.
New ITS generators are now available anddecoders
for the ITS data channel are under manufacture.
When the D&ED designed Teletext data combiners
are complete, the regional opt-out chains will be
re-engineered to improve security of teletext
signals, especially Datacast.
Television developments at individual regional
centres are described under 'Around the Regions'.

RADIO

Radio WRadio 2
Inevitably the highlight of Network Radio's year
was the launch of the first new national network
since Radio 1 in 1967.
The establishment of Radio 5 required the
construction of a new transmission studio suite in
the area of BH formerly occupied by the old
Continuities A to F and this was done i n a
necessarily short time-scale.

Studio 3F, Radio 2's new announcer-operated continuity stud~o.

London Studios
The other major event of 1990 was the cancellation of the plan to relocate Radio at White City,
coupled with the decision that the Directorate
would remain in Central London indefinitely.

Radio 5, Suite IA.

Alongside the new SSL 5000 series equipment in
the new studios 1A and 10, the former Continuity
C (now called 1C) was re-born (using refurbished
20-year old type D equipment!) to act as a
decanting area for Radio 2 to use while their
transmission studios are being refurbished next
year. 1C will then be re-equipped for Radio 5 and
be integrated into their suite.
Radio 2, now broadcasting on FM only, are also
undergoing a fundamental change of operation
this autumn when the re-equipped Studio 3F,
formerly used simply as their news-read studio,
will become the network continuity, operated by
the announcer only. All Radio 2 programmes will
reach the distribution via this studio.

This decision required a rapid planning re-think,
together with the development of a new strategy
for optimising the use of our accommodation in
London W1. The new strategy was endorsed by
both Boards this summer anddetailed planning is
now under way on all fronts.
Clearly a major part of the strategy is to refurbish
Radio's main building, Broadcasting House. A
large scheme to re-model and modernise the top
four floors has been approved and awaits only the
availabilityof thedecanting space which will result
from the occupation of White City Phase 1 to get
started.
Elsewhere in BH, orders have been placed for
equipment from SSL and Neve to refurbish six
major studios, and a presenter-operated area has
been equipped to handle Radio 4 'splits'.
On the 'non-broadcast' side, Project Powerline has
been launched t o replace the electrical
infrastructure and important decisions have been
taken. Schemes have been approved for central
uninterruptable power supply installation and new

generator cooling systems in advance of replacement standby generators.
Additionally, the L~~~~~Restaurant on BH lower
ground floor has been enlarged and re-opened,
1 and 3 Portland Place have been rewired and
redecorated, and many other more or less minor
projects implemented.

The project to refurbish the NewsTrafficarea in BH
is virtually complete at the time of writing. A
computerised system controlled by touch screen
terminals has been installed to handle the intake
and distribution of correspondents' reports to
areas
the BBC.
-
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News Traffic Area.

RDS
The refurbished Lounge Restaurant in Broadcasting House.

Behind the scenes, the work to replace all the
equipment in London Control Room (which is now
called the Engineering Operation Centre to reflect
the staffing re-organisation described last year)
proceeds. The EOC is being completely modernised,
and executing the work while continuing 24-hour
broadcasting is a challenge which continues to
exercise all those involved.

Work hascontinued on the RDS front. The extension
of 'basic' RDS to the National Regions continues
apaceand by summer 1991 all our FM transmitters
will be radiating the identification signals to allow
automatic tuning and station ident.
In the South East, the travel news experiment has
continued successfully and, thanks to Enhanced
Other Network (EON) receivers provided by D&ED,
can now be evaluated properly.

Vehicles
Specifically, all the new routers referred to in
previous years are now commissioned, the EMX
has been replaced w i t h a commercial PAX,
installation of a new, raised 'computer' floor has
commenced, and plans are well advanced for the
final removal of all the remaining 'grey panels'.
Separately, but as part of this redevelopment, the
new Greenwich Time Signal generation system
has gone into service, although because the
contractor has gone into liquidation, the job is not
yet finished. This system, which references
rubidium oscillators to external time standards,
attracted a great deal of media attention at the time
of handover and a ceremony took place at the Royal
Greenwich Observatory at Herstmonceux to mark
the occasion.

The most significant development for Radio 0 6 s
has been the arrival of the new, much larger, Radio
1 Roadshow vehicle, which has had a very
successful first season this summer. The satellite

Radio I Roadshow.

link is now in use as the routine way of providing
stereo circuits and to handle the load this summer
a second link was borrowed from BBC Scotland
and equipped by Radio for digital audio. This has
allowed as many as three OBs to be serviced on a
single day, with two simultaneously on air via a
second receive chain in BH London on more than
one occasion.
Less glamorous but equally important, four new
'Type B' vehicles have also been completed and
handed over during the year and the old Radio 1
Roadshow vehicle has been treated to a refurbishment and new livery in time toserve Radio 2for its
FM promotion activities in the summer.

Information Technology
The organisational structure associated with the
provision and support of InformationTechnology in
Radio was radically revised this year. The decision
was taken to integrate the development side into
the Radio projects operation and to establish an
enhanced support operation, shift working, within
Engineering Operations. After some problems the
new arrangements are now bedding-in and much
credit is due to the staff involved in coping with
these major changes.
Against this background, the Radio-wide Ethernet
network has been installed and commissioned and
now supports 19 file servers. The process of
rebuilding and integrating all Radio's computer
systems around this network proceeds apace, with
a major batch of workstations supporting
scheduling applications being provided for Radio 5
and its associated departments.
A replacement system for engineering stores and
purchasing has also been introduced this year.

Regions
Around the Regions, four Local Radio stations are
due to open in 1990,with three on air at the time of
writing - CWR and Suffolk are completely new
stations and Derby has been totally refurbished
and converted to stereo operation. The new Radio
Solent, in the new Southampton premises, is due
to go on stream in November.
The only two remaining planned stations are
Surrey/Berks, where construction is w e l l
advanced in Guildford and Reading, and Dorset.

Planning work on the relocation of Radio Cumbria
in Carlisle is well advancedand the final scheme to
remodel Humberside following expiry of the lease
of part of its premises has started.
Apart from Local Radio, work has taken place in
Bristol (Studio 2), Manchester (Studio 5 and
Newsroom), Belfast (Studios 4 & 5), Glasgow
(Studios 9 & lo),Swansea, Cardiff and Bangor,
and, of course, Edinburgh, where the refurbished
Queen Street went on the air at the end of
September.

Future
Against the background of daily broadcasting
needs, work has continued to explore the future
technologies which will be needed in the coming
years. Theall-digital 500 Mbit/s multiplexed audio
distribution system referred to in previous years
has been installed in pilot form in Broadcasting
House and is undergoing operational trials in
four areas (see 'Design and Equipment' and
'Research'). The use of R-Dat also continues to
develop and work has been done to determine
strategic options in the digital recording arena.

I
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New presenter-operated transmission studio at Cardiff

NEWS AND CURRENT

FOREIGN AFFAIRS EDIT SUITES
Two new edit suites were installed at Lime Grove
for the new foreign affairs programme starting in
the autumn.
Because of the short timescale involved, PID Tel
were used to supervise FWO Bauch, who were the
contractors on the project. The design followed
that used recently by Resource Development for
the first floor development in Television Centre.
Each suite has three Betacam SP VTRs and a Umatic VTR for the replay of archive material. The
edit controllers are Ampex ACE-25s with integral
vision mixer. The sound mixers are Audio
Development's AD062 whose design has been
refined over a number of years to meet BBC
requirements.

NEWS TRAFFIC
The News Traffic Area is Radio News and Current
Affairs' main intake for audio reports from home
and overseas sources. Contributions are routed to
tape recording equipment at H30 or used directly
by studios in Broadcasting House. Audiooutputs of
Traffic are also fed to News and Current Affairs
areas at Television Centre as well as the World
Service at Bush House. The traffic equipment also
provides NCA Management with the means to
communicatewith their reportersandcorrespondents
in the field, and allows conferencing between key
areas.
The old system relied on a physically central
telephone answering position away from the traff ic
managers' working positions, demanding much
leg work, with exhaustive recording of bookings on
paper. The new Traff ic Area, shortly to be brought
into service, has provided ten dedicated workstations with computerised control of all facilities
from ten touch-screenVDUs, allowing more efficient
and centralised control.
A new Despatch area has also been provided to
allow critical monitoring and level control to

control the routeing of NCA areas, and to access
the NTP router in BH.
The core of the system is a GPT ISLX 1500
telephone exchange controlled from a Celeste
68020 Processor, accessed by all traffic managers
from their individual PC-AT 80286 processors.

CEEFAX
Ceefax will shortly have the ability to output live
subtitles. This facility will hopefully come on
stream by November/December 1990, to transmit
nearly verbatim subtitles for the Nine O'clock
News. The equipment behind the idea consists of a
4-workstation VG Electronics HS3 (High Speed
Subtitle System) linked to a pair of Tulip desk-top
computers. Each of these computers provides a
real timedecode/dictionary translation for a stenographic keyboard. These two computers are linked
in to two of the workstations on the HS3 to provide
the 'Verbatim' part of the unit and the remaining
two workstations allow subtitle operators to replay
precomposedcaptions. Only oneof the stenographic
positions is manned, thesecond is simply a standby
and as such can select facilities from any of the
other three positions. The output of the HS3 can be
routed to N1, N2, or into the NCA Ethernet.
Each of the workstations has access to studio
programme and talkback as well as selection from
the 'Vidiplex' system. Each also has its own
recording facilities to enable the precomposition of
subtitles from any material which is available
before transmission. Another source of material is
the NCA ENS system as each of the workstations
can emulate a BASYS printer to allow the news
readers' scripts etc to be compiled into subtitles.

REUTERS STRAP
Background
It was decided that when Breakfast Time was
relaunched as Breakfast News it would begin with

a twenty five minute Business slot. One of the
requirements of the Editor was immediate access
to captions in the form of a bottom of screen strap

showing key financial information. These figures
were available from the existing Reuters Finance
information on BASYS but some of the differences
needed calculating and the rules changed during
the duration of ~ieakfastNews. ~ d d i t i o n a lan
l~
operator would be required for the duration of the
programme to assemble the informationand prepare
a caption on a character generator. The Editor
wished to avoid this solution and so Reuters were
approached and agreed to provide a Micro Data
Feed system free of charge provided that the
information source was acknowledged-Thissystem
provides pages of information displayed on up to
six non-TV compatible terminals but was capable
of being interrogated by an external computer.

complete the integration with NBC, a section of
wall was removed and a large access corridor
created between the woareas.
Thetechnicalfacilities providedinclude a 3-machine
BWV 75 editing suite with a Sony BVE 600 editor
and an associated Sony 8-channel MSP 29 audio
mixer, PR 99 audio tape recorder, and Sony BVP
300 camera.

The Solution
The chosen most economical solution features a
standard IBM compatible micro fitted with
additional serial ports and a TV-compatible mono
display card. Software was commissioned from
Petrology Computer Services to interrogate the
ReutersMDFandreadthe necessary pages, compute
and format the information and drive an Aston 4
Character Generator. The backings for nine
different straps are pre-stored on the Aston so that
the computer calls up the relevant backing and
types the required information. The information
presented in the nine straps isdisplayed asa status
screen on the mono display and distributed on the
normal preview systems for use by the programme
presenters and Production Gallery. Indication of
which strap is on air is provided. Strap selection is
done by the programme producer in the gallery
using a Psion Organiser programmed to send
serial characters to the computer. The Psion was
chosen as it was small and easily programmedby a
member of Engineering Resources.

Television edit suite in the new Tokyo Bureau.

Equipment in the Radio audio booth includes an
MBI 24 series audio mixer fitted with three microphones, five replay and two telephone contribution
channels, with telephone balancing equipment,
and an ISDN 64 kbit micro 64 system.

The project was completed in six weeks.

TOKYO
TheTokyo Bureau has been movedfrom its original
offices in the NHK headquarters building in the
Shibuya district of Tokyo, to the more central
building of the independent broadcaster NTV in the
Chiyoda District. Facilities are being shared with
NBC, who are resident in adjacent offices.
Building works were commissioned to produce a
large open plan area which accommodates the six
staff and a television studio, and to erect a purpose
built 3.6 x 2.7 m sound booth. In addition to the
sound booth a separate room was retained to
house VT editing and computer equipment. To

Sound desk in the new Tokyo Bureau.

WORLD SERVICE

BUSH HOUSE DEVELOPMENTS

IMPROVING BROADCAST COVERAGE

Central Technical Area (CTA)

Transmission

The main technical installation in the new control
room is nearing completion and operator training
is well advanced. The overall system engineering
is being managed by World Service Projects &
Planning Department staff. Individual facilities
include computers, network and chain switchers,
programme router, telephone exchange, monitoring,
clock systems, amplifiers, and jackfields.

A number of major improvements in HF and MF
facilities are being provided to enable World
Service to match the competition from other international broadcasters. Some of the projects
commissioned by World Service and carried out by
BBC Transmission are:-

Rampisham
Two 500 kW HF transmitters are being installed to
replace two 100 kW transmitters. The building
work and up-rating in power handling capacity of
the inputs to the switching matrix have been
completed. The transmitter installations are
complete to the commissioning stage and the new
transmitters are expected to be available for
service at the end of this year.
This work will complete the development at
Rampisham which will then provide World Service
w i t h a t o t a l complement of t e n 5 0 0 kW
transmitters and 34 arrays at the site.

Pan of the control desk area in the new CTA control room.

Skelton (New Skelton C Station)

Work continues in the connection of all studios to
the new CTA, and this includesfacilitiesfor remote
control of the switching matrices. A phased
transfer of operatorsfrom the present control room
is due to start at the end of this year with completion in the first quarter of 1991.

The Second World War Skelton B station closed
after transmission on Saturday 24 March 1990.
Work on the new Skelton C development is
progressing well and the first two 300 kW HF
transmitters are expected to be available for
operational service in time for the March 1991
schedule change.

Studios

Ascension

Two continuity suites capable of self-operation
have been completed on the 7th Floor, Centre
Block- together with a production suitecomprising
a studio and associated self-operate area.

The two additional 250 kW HF transmitters and
associated antennas were bought into regular
operational service for the 1989/90 winter
schedule. There has since been encouraging
research data confirming substantial audibility
improvements in the main target areas (notably
West Africa).

Two further production suites are nearing completion on the 5th Floor Centre Block.

Cyprus
The present development at Cyprus will provide
two additional 300 kW HF transmitters, two
antennas, diplexers, and a new control system.
The building work is complete and after some
initial difficulties, the two transmitter installations
are progressing well, although the scheduled
service dates are two to three months later than
originally planned.

Masirah
As the first stage of a major upgrade of the
transmission facilities i n Masirah, aimed at
making substantial audibility improvements
(particularly in the Indian sub-continent), the
replacement of the HF antennas is being actively
planned.

Lesotho
Progress with the new 100 kW MF transmitter
project remains on course for the scheduled
December 1990 operational service date. The
facility will provide skywave coverage to large
areas of the Republic of South Africa.

WARC - PROGRESS
The international discussions on the development
of an acceptable planning system for HF broad-

c a s t i n g c o n t i n u e . However, at t h e ITU
Administrative Council meeting in June 1990 the
International Frequency Registration Board were
not allocated additional resourcesto undertake the
proper testing of the revised High Frequency
BroadcastingConference(HFBC)planning system,
so it remains to be seen how this will impact upon
the approach of the rest of the world to the 1993
HFBC World Administrative Radio Conference
(WARC).
The Administrative Council approved the agenda
for the 1992 ReallocationWARC but deferred until
next year a decision on the agenda for the HFBC
WARC.

MONITORING
April 1990 witnessed the entry into full service of
the new computerised text handling system at
Caversham - one of the key elements in the
modernisation and automation programme. The
system provides facilities for copytasting, entering
monitors' transcripts, storage, retrieval, editing,
publishing and distribution.
The introduction of the new computer was
preceded by the bringing into service of the new
'Listening Room' at Caversham which was
successfully achieved on 22 October 1989.

Predicted coverage for the new 100 kW MF transmitter at Lesotho. The inner ring shows coverage for 60 dB ground-wave service, the centre ring for
66 dB sky-wave service, the outer ring for 60 dB sky-wave service.

NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
Further developments of the Belfast post production facilities have been completed to provide a
multistandard dubbing suite comprising Dubbing
Theatre Control Room, Sound Studio, Preparation
Room, and Transfer Area. The Dubbing Theatre is
equipped with a 28-channel automated Calrec
desk, grams, tape, CD players, digital audio
reverb/delay and an AMS Audiophile. Dubbing
operations are supported by a fairly comprehensive complement of four sepmag sound followers
with an accompanying film projector transport,
24-track Otari multitrack with Dolby and Beta SP
and S-VHS VTRs. The installations were carried
out by FWO Bauch managed by PID Tel.
The Blackstaff Building development is now well
advanced and w i l l ultimately provide office
accommodation on three floors which will allow
the release of various local leased premises, and a
drive-in studio facility of about 620 sq metres.
Programme circuits are provided in both directions
to BH Belfast.

New sound desk in Glasgow Studio C.

Edinburgh
Radio Projects have recently completed the
refurbishment of Broadcasting House, Edinburgh.
This has involved the complete gutting of three
Georgian houses and rebuilding the interior to
provide a television studio, eight radio studios,
office accommodation, newsroom, and central
facilities.

TED have managed the provision of a new digital
telephone exchange to serve BH and Blackstaff
which allows all extensions to have DDI. This has
been installed by Telephone Rentals and Mercury,
and is connected to the BT PSTN via optical fibre
links.

SCOTLAND
Glasgow
Studio C, the News and Current Affairs Studio, has
returned to service with a new Grass Valley 200
mixer and a 22-channel stereo-capable Calrec
sound desk. In addition, remote control pan and tilt
heads have been provided for the cameras. A Sony
LMS Multi-Cassette machine is now being
installed for use with presentation promotionsand
opt-out programmes. The machine will hold 84
Betacam SP cassettes and uses four BWV 65
players. When experience is gained its use will be
extended to News programmes as well.

Studio/Cubicles 3 & 4 in Edinburgh are general-purpose studio suites
equipped with MBI Series 24 mixers. a full range of reproduction
sources, and outside source facilities.

Aberdeen
The Aberdeen Television Studio has been partially
refurbished using the old GVG mixer and the
matrix from Glasgow Studio C. The gallery has
been re-laid out and the working environment is
much improved.

WALES
Bangor
The scheme to provide a new building in Bangor for
a joint Television/Radio Newsroomand a Television
Studio with production and sound control rooms is
complete, and the new facilities were formally
opened by DG earlier this year. Thecompletion has
released space in the old building for radio use. The
project was managed overall by Radio Projects
with the technical installation led by PID Tel.

staff, of a temporary CTA and studio facilities
incorporating a redundant CMCR and DXC 3000
cameras. The new facilities, which include
remotely-controlled lightweight CCD studio
cameras and stereo-capable sound systems, will
be back in service in February 1991.

Southampton
In Southampton a new broadcasting centre will
provide far more appropriate accommodation for
the local radio and regional television operation
than thecurrent leased premisesat South Western
House. The construction of the ACED designed
building was completed in December 1989, and
phased fitting out and technical installation
programmes will bring the Radio Solent operation
into service, in stereo, in November 1990; BBC TV
South will commence transmissions from its new
studios i n September 1991. One particularly
unusual feature of the building services is that
there is no boiler house: hot water for heating will
be from a nearby geothermal distribution system.

NORTH
Manchester
Bangor Technical Block: new television studio and bi-media newsroom.

SOUTH AND WEST
Bristol
The new post production block at Bristol is now
fully operational following the installation of the
main videotape area.

The New OB Transport Base was completed early
in the year and has provided desperately needed
additional hard standing for parking heavy
vehicles. This solved a potential parking problem
with the heavy construction traffic associated with
Studio A extension building works. The major part
of the extension is nearing completion and
installation of vision technical equipment is well
under way.

Plymouth
In Plymouth work has commenced on two major
projects, one to fully refurbish the television studio
facilitiesfor the first time since it entered service in
1973, and the other to construct a building linking
the original Broadcasting House building at
Seymour Road with the television technical block.
The new building, designed by ACED, adds 344 sq
metres of accommodation and provides a modern
newsroom equipped with ENS, new restaurant
and kitchen facilities, and conference rooms. The
development also incorporates an electronic
graphicsarea constructed in a disused plant room.
During the technical refurbishment, regional
programme output has been sustained by the
provision, by PID Tel aided by local engineering

Manchester OB Base.

The sound system installation was largely
complete and accepted in early spring. This has
enabled the Region to provide excellent sound
facilities to go with temporary production and

lighting control rooms from which the summer
series 8.15 from Manchesterchildren's Saturday
morning programme was produced using the
scene dock as a studio.
The new Studio A is due in service in the spring of
1991.

Leeds
Leeds undertook planning and installation of their
own Bi-Media Newsroom, which came into service
in February. They are now busy with another DIY
project converting the old Newsroom into an
Electronic Graphics area and VT edit suite.

MIDLANDS
Pebble Mill
The change to Beta SP videotape format is
proceeding for News and some Network
programmes. This will enable the more flexible use
of combined camcorders to meet production needs.
Television Studio A has been re-equipped with
new luminaires for production lighting by Lee
Colortran Limited and the dimmer outlet
connectors have been changed to the BS4343
standard in a project managed by PID Tel.

Radio Derby's refurbished and extended burlding. The crampedpremises
of the original station can be seen on the left, whilst the low-roofed
extension on the right accommodates the new technical areas.

out was sub-contracted to Tannoy Audio: in
keeping w i t h the traditional Local Radio
arrangement, two self-operated cubicles have
been provided sharing one common studio, whilst
a phone-in area completesan in-line arrangement
of the areas. The specification for the mixing
consoles was based on the MK 3, with each of the

East Midlands Upgrade
ITV has been producing a dedicateddaily half-hour
magazine for the East Midlands for several years,
and the BBC is now committed to providing a
similar service called 'East Midlands Today'.
Fortunately the News and Current Affairs
operation is well-equipped, technically, following
the move to the new East Midlands Centre in
May 1989. Nevertheless, significant upgrading is
taking place for the new programme. Monitoring
and communication systems are to be improved,
and lighting is to be increased and a new desk
installed-a Rank Strand M24with 155 memories.
The number of edit suites will be increased from
two to three and all three suites will be equipped
with Beta SP machines. A new graphics area is
being equipped with a rostrum camera, Quantel
Paint Box (Model VR with Presenter), and an
Abekas A72 caption generator.

Radio Derby
The refurbished and extended Radio Derby was
officially re-opened on 25 May by Board of
Governers member Bill Jordan. The technical fit-

Radio Derby Cubicle I A showing the Tannoy Audix desk with, in the
foreground, two Studer A 807 tape machines.

two desks having 26 channels. A further studio
- the News ProductionArea -provides Newsroom
staff w i t h a simple, independent, technical
environment in which they can record telephone
interviews, put together basic packages, and read
the hourly bulletins.
A 15 kVAdieseI alternator provides standby power.

SOUTH AND EAST
Elstree
A three-machine edit suite using Sony 3100 Cformat machines and a Vista vision mixer came
into service this summer enabling the Region to
edit the complete range of Network and Regional
programmes.
Large cost savings have been achieved at Elstree in
the post productionof complexprogrammes,through
the use of 'Cuedos' off-line edit suites. Cuedos is a
software system running on an IBM-compatible
computer costing around f6,500, interfaced to the
edit controller and U-matic machines. What used
to be attempted only on film can now be made on
video almost asflexibly, to as high a quality, and for
a fraction of the cost.

The technical installation was provided by Audix,
to the MK 4 design. This package includes the two
self-operated cubicle desks, equipment for the
news preparation area, and the apparatus room,
and is the first of its kind in the South and East
Region. BBC TED provided the Radio Car facilities,
BT lines installation, the standby generator, and
the telephone systems consisting of a Mitel SX50
PABX and Telecaster phone-in facilities.

Radio Suffolk: News & Current Affairs desk.

The station is also unusual for the fact that it
is FM only. Two transmitters are in service, at
Manningtree and Great Barton, with a third at
Lowestoft in hand, to give a total population
coverage of approximately 400,000.

Cuedos edit suite in operation.

Radio Suffolk
Radio Suffolk, the BBC's 37th and newest Local
Radio station, came on-air on 12 April.

1990s technology is used wherever appropriate.
The music library is all CD as is the station's jingle,
and R-Dat is used for all pre-recorded and OB
programmes. The new Electronic Newsroom
System has also been in use from the start,
connecting the station directly to the Basys
computer at Norwich.

The new station is housed in a purpose-built
building in St. Matthew's Street in Ipswich, close
to the town centre. It was constructed under a
design-and-build contract, overseen and monitored
by ACED.
The station is built on three floors, with the lowest
being a partially underground car park. Theground
floor houses the bulk of the technical facilities.
These comprise a 'square format' studio complex,
NCA studio and apparatus room, together with a
test room, 0 6 garage and plant room. The first floor
is home to the news and production office, news
preparation studio, and the station's management
offices.

Radio Suffolk: Part of the Newsroom showing Uher racks in the
background.

Future developments include the provision of
an OB recording van, and a manned studio at
Bury St. Edmunds.

ARCHITECTURAL AND CIVIL ENGINEERING

Regional Developments: Radio Dorset in Poole.
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DESIGN AND

D&ED over the past year has been subject to a
review as part of 'Funding the Future'. The Director
General asked the Director of Engineering to
review with Customer Directoratesthe appropriate
level of Design and Support requiredfor the 1990s
and beyond. Inevitably this widened into all
aspects of the operation.
As a result of these discussions the Department
will reorganise into three groups: Design Group,
Engineering Resources Group, and Corporate
Purchasing Group. It will be some time before the
changes can be implemented and meanwhile
existing contacts and procedures should continue
to be used. We will advise you of changes as they
take place.

Design Group will retain four sections and will
continue to provide full support for projects from
Radio, Transmission, World Service, News and
Current Affairs and, at a somewhat reduced level,
for Television, who are unlikely to require further
basebandanaloguevideoequipment.Video Section
will continue to undertake this type of work for
other customers but, reflecting a change of
emphasis in its other work, will be re-named
Systems Section; the work and titles of Audio,
Control and RF Sections remain unchanged. The
Drawing Office will become part of the Group,
bringing together the electrical and mechanical
CAD activities, and the computer system
management.
Engineering Resources Group will consist of a
Business Section and a Production Resource
Section. The Business Section will be responsible
for presenting a unified and improved interface to
customers. The liaison and management functions
associated with equipment supply, licensing and
stores will be combined. The Group assumes
responsibilityfor engineering purchasing activities
directly associated with D&ED and the running of
the Corporate Store. Consistent with the need to
concentrate resources on the key services required
by customers, it has been decided to reduce
considerably the range of components held in
stock, whilst improving the availability of essential

items for which the BBC is effectively singlesourced. For instance, standard types of resistor
and capacitors will no longer be held but the supply
of cables, connectors, chassis, bay parts and other
special items will be improved.
Technical Information Section will be available to
offer advice on active and passive components,
guidance on safety or sourcing issues and PROM
registration and programming.
Production Resources Section will pull together
in-house and contract production resources to
ensure that equipment is obtained in the most
advantageous way. It will continue to provide
essential services for customers, including preproduction and small-batch orders of BBC coded
equipment; repairs to coded equipment and
microphones; loudspeaker quality control etc.;
mechanical fabrications; and the installation
wiring service.

Corporate Purchasing Group will be responsible
for the co-ordination of purchasing activities
throughout the BBC and for purchasing policy and
procedures. It will continue to provide a purchasing
service through 'Purchase against Contract Terms'
(PACT) and direct purchases, and to offer a
sourcing/purchasing service for equipment,
goods, commodities and services across the range
of the Corporation's activities. It will also continue
to provide professional advice concerning the
negotiation of large contracts and produce model
conditions for the provision of goods and services.
Transport is, of course, subject to a review by the
consultants - Cooper and Lybrand Deloittes whoare looking at the overall provision of services
and the move towards competitive tendering.
It is against this background that the following
major achievements have been made.

Network Clock Display Generator
Electronic generators (based on an earlier BBC
design) have been commercially available for some
years. However, these generators do not producea
quality of display which is up to the standards of
modern electronically-generated graphics.
The GE6SM/574 (acronym GNAT: Generator,
Network Analogue Time) is a new clock display
generator which is capable of producing very highquality results without the limitations of its
predecessor. Its main features are as follows:
(a) Anti-aliased display
(b) Complex hand shapes
(c) Various second-hand motions
(d) Drop shadows
(e) Background grab facility
(f) Uses Standard Time transmission
(g) CClR Rec. 601 /656 compatible
The fixed background of the clock display,
consisting of 'numerals', station ident, etc, is
stored as a full-specification still frame in Rec. 601
( D l )digitalformat. Alternative backgroundscan be
stored, one in EPROM and the other in either
EPROM or non-volatile static RAM, and selected as
required. In the case of RAM storage, the background image can be 'grabbed' from a suitable
Rec. 656 digital source. Key output isgenerated, so
that the GE6SM/574 can also be used with a
separate linear keyer to combine the clock hands
with an externally supplied background signal.

The clock time reference is normally derivedfrom a
source of MSF data decoded from the Rugby 60 kHz
transmission (a separate receiver is required). In
the absence of MSF the input videoor mixed-syncs
signal is used as a frequency reference, and
manual time setting capabilities are provided. In
the event of power failure, an internal real time
clock maintains the time to an accuracy of better
than two seconds per day.
The clock was demonstrated at IBC 90.

Short-Range Synchronisers
Fifty units for Stage 5 at Television Centre have
been completed.

Fast Chrominance Equaliser
Units have been made available to Television OBs
for a field trial to confirm their suitability when
pictures from moving vehicles or aircraft require
chrominance equalisation based on line-by-line
measurements of burst amplitude.

An image generated by the GNAT
equipment

Motion Compensation

UHF Transposers

Starting with the Research Department software
developed for use in their work for Digitally
Assisted Television. a number of enhancements
have been made to enable it to be used for the
simulation of signal processing required to
eliminate judder on standard slow motion videotape replays. A number of algorithms have been
investigated, an area of particular concern being
the correct interpretation of the motion
information when one object moves in front of
another.

The design of new linearity correctors for Blue
Streak and Silver Streak transposers has been
completed so that they will be able to carry NlCAM
728 stereo sound signals without giving rise to
objectionable intermodulation products. Two
batches of 12 units have been supplied to
Transmission for evaluation and potentially a
thousand of these low-cost units will be supplied to
upgrade all of the transposers now in service.

Work continues in close collaboration with
Research Department on two fronts: to produce a
range of simulated demonstration material for
evaluation by the Television Service, and todesign
hardware which can be operated in conjunction
with the Research Department Motion Vector
Measurement and Assignment System.
The hardware design is complete and interim
results of this work have been demonstrated at
IBC.

Studio Communications
Further tests have taken place in TC3 to establish
the feasibility of providing low-cost, one-way
communications within television studios. The
induction loop system operates on a carrier in the
frequency range 50 to 150 kHz at a multiple of
television line frequency in order to 'zero beat'
possible interference from monitors or cameras.
Further work needs to be done to overcome reductions in the field strength caused by steel beams in
the studio floor and the wire mesh used to secure
acoustic treatment materials to the studio walls. It
is proposed to conduct tests using three smaller
loops, which promise a 16 dB improvement in
signal strengths.

UHF & VHF Links
Development of the three variants to cover the
frequency range 420 to 860 MHz is proceeding to
plan and the first prototype is expected to be
available forevaluation later this year. Discussions
continue over the possibility of including a NlCAM
728 demodulator in order to carry reverse talkback
to OB sites from regional transmitters.
Work to convert the television OB linksfrom 880 to
850 MHz continues, although this is still somewhat dogged by problems associated with the
original mid-1970s design. The prototype 20W
amplifier for VHF radio links is under evaluation.

A linearity corrector fined inside a Silver Streak transposer.

Digital Audio
The pre-production batch of AES/EBU interface
chips has been received, tested and verified as
being fully functional. Two licences have been
negotiated for the commercial supply of these
devices worldwide, to meet the interest being
shown by a number of manufacturers.

Digital audio: a pair of 2U racks from the receiver end of the routeing system, which distributes audio signals on a single optical fibre rather than
900 copper conducters.
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agreed to be satisfactory for a field trial in service
use. The transmitter was subsequently installed
for four weeks at the Ludlow relay site and gave
trouble-free service.
The achievement of a minimum transposition
frequency of 400 kHz is believed to be unique to
this equipment and, in response to a request from
Transmission, further packaging options are being
considered to provide single-channel versions and
others operating at different power levels.

MW-FM Adaptor
A requirement to supply schools with an adaptor to
convert MW signals (Radio 5) to an FM signal in
order to utilise their existing receivers was met.
Some 2500 of these adaptors were made for
delivery during August and a further 2500 are on
order. A commercial approach to the design and
manufacture wasadopted in order to minimise the
costs of this 'give away' adaptor.

Cyprus/Skelton
A major project, for which D&ED is acting as the
manufacturer and installation agent for TED,
comprises the provision of equipment for the
automation of the HF transmitters at Cyprus and
Skelton C. D&ED were awarded the contract in
competition with external suppliers to strict
commercial practice. The work has involveddesign
of some of the system, and manufacture to TED
specifications of the remainder, using external
contractors for most of the work. Cyprus is due for
completion towards the end of the year, Skelton
early next.

Make and Test Contracts
The expansion i n the use of make and test
contracts increased the need for support and

A single bay holds up to six individual Band I1 transposers and associated filters

liaison with contractors whilst reducing the
amount of testing carried out internally by D&ED.
The 5-channel sound multiplex equipment has
been produced using external contractors for both
manufacture and test of this complex equipment,
with licence arrangements in place for future
supplies. A number of equipment bays for local
radio and transmitting stations have also been
completed this year.

Purchasing Against Contract Terms (PACT)
These agreements continue to be negotiated,
controlled and monitored by Corporate Purchasing.
They are extensively used throughout all
Directorates as a basis for the supply for a wide
range of multifarious products.

The total spend through PACT agreements during
1989 was •’31.5 million and this showed an overall
saving to the Corporation of some •’ 10.5 million,
when compared to the standard selling price of the
items in the product rangescovered by the scheme.
Work continues to maintain the existing 174
agreements and this number will be substantially
increased as more requests from user departments for further rangesof products to be included
i n the scheme are researched, negotiated,
formalised and publicised.
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The MW-FM adaptor kit being sent to schools contains everything
required to allow reception of Radio 5 on existing FM-only radios.

As a result of the decision to close Ware Stores, a
comprehensive survey of all the leading stationery
supply contractors in the country was immediately
initiated.

Just six months alter the announcement that the
'in-house'service would cease, the new third party
supply and distribution system commenced on the
30th July 1990 and early indications suggest that
this new CB-BBC trading partnership will provide a
very eff icient and cost-effective method of providing
for general stationery needs.

After protracted, detailed, negotiations and
discussions w i t h a number of companies,
Cartwright Brice was selectedas the single source
supplier of the BBC's general stationery requirements for a period of two years.

All BBC locations throughout the United Kingdom
can expect their requirements to be delivered
within five working days from receipt of the order
and this lead time can be substantially reduced if
the needs of the service demand.

General Stationery - Third Party Supply
and Distribution
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Kingswood Warren in such a way that the new
scale of activity of work within it will continue to
take full account of the BBC's future strategic role
in the world of broadcasting. Almost half of the
land at Kingswood Warren will no longer be
needed and will be sold. The research areas have
been reviewed and prioritised to ensure that the
Department continues to fulfil its primary purpose
of providing an applied engineering research
function in support of the Output and Engineering
Directorates of the BBC.
The new organisation will consist of two Research
Groups, Transmission and Studio, complemented
by supporting services as shown on the chart. It
will be some time before the changes can be
implemented and meanwhile existing contacts
and liaison arrangements should continue to be
used. Information about changes w i l l be
distributed as they take place.
Transmission Group will comprise three Sections,
Service Planning, Radio Frequency Systems and
Digital Systems. The work of Digital Systems
Section will encompass most of the current bitrate reduction, scrambling and encryption
activities of the existing Baseband Systems,
Carrier Systems and Data Systems Sections. The
work undertaken by Service Planning Section will
continue almost unchanged with high priority.
Transmitters and Propagation Section will be
renamed Radio Frequency Systems Section to
reflect better its current and envisaged work in
terrestrial and satellite transmission and
broadcasting.
Studio Group will continue with three Sections:
Image Scanning, Sound, and Systems & Recording.
The emphasis will be on enhanced and high
definition television and sound systems. including
digital signal routeing and interfacing, together

The level of Support Services will be appropriately
scaled to meet the new requirements of the
Research Sections, especially in prototype and
drawing office services. New prototype facilities
will be built adjoining the main buildings; the
existing workshop block is on part of the land to
be sold.
Thus the reorganised Research Department will
continue to fulfil its traditional role but with an
updated priority order of applied research
activities.

EUREKA 95
The first phase(3 years)of Eureka 95,dealing with
compatible HDW, cametoan end in 1990, probably
to be followed by Phase 2.
Technically, the work in 1990 has been concerned
with attempts to improve picture quality, both
transmitted and in the studio. The BBC now has
two BTS camerasof moreadvanceddesign, equipped
with digital image enhancers which give clearly
visible picturequality improvements. Improvements
have been made tothe BBC D l recording facilities,
and the early BBC choice to adopt a digital
approach to recording is now widely regarded
throughout Europe as having been a correct
decision. An arrangement has been made with
Thomson CSF which will allow them to market
digital multiplexing equipment made to the BBC
design. Work is still progressing in Eureka 95 on
the noise problems associated with HD-MAC
transmissions and work is proceeding on more
complex pre-emphasis networks. Compatibility
improvements to assist the 625-line MAC receiver
to cope with HD-MAC signal are being implemented. The two problems being addressed are
motion rendition and patterning on still pictures.

Proposals are being made by the BBC to improve
the received picture quality in the HD-MAC
transmission chain. The bandwidth reduction
algorithm used for HD-MAC known as 'P3' was
used for IBC presentations and will be used for
transmissions from the Barcelona Olympics in
1992 . There is scope, however, for further
improvements which could be incorporated in the
transmission system for post-1992 commercial
receivers. Eureka 95 has set up a pan-European
group under BBC chairmanship to examine and
approve changes to various standards in use in
EU 95. 1990 has seen the introduction on the
Continent of 16:9 displays with a 36-inch diagonal
for use both with 625-line and 1250-line receivers.
This is probably the first step in the public march
towards HDTV in the home.

In the proposed new phase of Eureka 95, the BBC's
efforts are being redirected towards the studio
requirements in both vision and sound. This is
where the BBC's earliest interest is likely to be and
it is important that we can have an effect on
development.

BBC work hascontinued in thedefinition of a wide
colour gamut that will allow future displays (LCD)
to display richer colours and yet becompatible with
the existing primaries.

The production and transmission of very high
quality sound is now regardedwithin Eureka 95 as
being essential to the success of the project. An
international group has been set up under BBC
chairmanship to consider the problems of production, transmission and receiver control of high
quality sound in a MAC environment. Subjects
being addressed include 3-channel stereo (to
widen the listening area), multiple languagesports
transmissions and surround-sound, both in the
context of broadcast and cinema distribution.

New BBC work is now being reported on the
possible enhancement of the PAL system. A
simulation demonstrated at IBC put a 1250/50/2:1
source picture through a simulated 625-line PAL
transmission network and displayed the resulting
signal at 1250/50/2:1. This demonstration has
attracted much favourable attention and will,
hopefully, ensure that our terrestrial networks will
not be forgotten when the HDTV is becoming
established.

Much BBC effort went into the successful CClR
deliberations at Dusseldorf where 1250-line HDTV
was given an official place in the standards world.
It remains to be seen whether a world production
standard will eventually emerge. The US isshowing
increasing interest in an HDTV standard of
1050/59.94/2:1 as being compatible with their
525-line system.
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Off-screen prcture from the HDNrecording of 'Prince of the Pagodas'.
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A major development associated with BBC HDTV
work has been the development of accurate motion
estimation hardware using phase correlation
techniques. This development is one of the keys to
the use of motion compensation techniques and
could have widespread uses both in the studio and
in transmission. A high quality 1250/625-line
down converter has now been made by Snell &
Wilcox using a BBC algorithm. This will allow the
important step to be made of using H D N cameras
as sources for normal 625-line programmes.
Programmes produced this year using the BBC
HDTV OB Unit include the 'Prince of the Pagodas'
recorded at Covent Garden, two promenade
concerts, the full fortnight of tennis at Wimbledon
and the Edinburgh Tattoo. BBC HDTV was demonstrated at the Ideal Home Exhibition, Wimbledon
and IBC 90.
A new facility was introduced by Research
Department into the HDlVOB Unit for Wimbledon.
As only two cameras were available, there was a
problem in producing exciting incidentsfrom other
courts, a different angle, slo-mo replay, graphics
information, or a logo. These facilities were
important particularly since most of the local
viewing within Wimbledon was done with minimal
sound. Research Department engineers produced
a system wheraby 625-line signals could be

inserted into a quarter of the HDlV picture, thus
offering them to the viewer at full HDTV resolution.
A joystick control and a soft edge switch were
provided which enabled either captions, logo, or
625-line sources to be inserted intoany part of the
HDTV picture.
The World Cup football matches from Rome were
covered by RAI and transmitted via satellite to
Germany, Milan, France, Holland and the UK. The
signal was bandwidth compressedto HD-MACand
displayed at 1250/50/2:1 in TC4 to invited
audiences and was well received by the guests.

RACE
Work continues in RACE. The work in R1036 on
the wavelength and time division multiplexed
routeing system culminated at IBC in a working
demonstration of the optical system. Lasers,
couplers, optical de-multiplexers and optical
receivers all designed specifically for the project
were delivered to the BBC from five European
manufacturers and worked in the preliminary
demonstrator with virtually no problems. The
electrical TDM side of the system is going through
further iterations of VLSl development to achieve
satisfactory multiplexing at 2.5 Gbit/s. Alsoa bid is
being made to develop a 16 x 16 switch with each
cross point operating at 2.5 Gbit/s. Arrangements
have been made with a number of interested
manufacturers but some additional funding will be
required from the EEC before the project can start.

On-screenpdure from the World Cup HDNpresentations at Television Centre

The work on bit rate reduction, also under RACE,
continues and is being also reported into the
Eureka 95 HDTV project.

Enhanced 625-line Terrestrial
PAL Television
The HD-MAC motion-compensated algorithm
studies were examined for a way in which they
might be adapted to apply to delivering an HDTV
signal via a PAL terrestrial signal broadcasting
chain. At an early stage in thiswork it becameclear
that the targets for bandwidth reduction would be
more difficult to meet, and work centred on
developing an algorithm which may have more
potential than that currently being instrumented
within the Eureka 95 project. In early simulations,
it became clear that the dependence of the system
on DATV techniques was even more severe than
with MAC transmission channels, where the bandwidths are wider. However, once adjustments had
been made, good picture quality was achieved in
simulations where it was assumed that a clean
luminance channel of 4.5 MHz could be derived
from the PAL channel.
As with HD-MAC, an accurate measure of the
motion of objects in the enhanced PAL picture is
necessary and real-time equipment has been
completed which is now capable of measuring and
assigning up to six motion vectors to an incoming
625-line television signal. The collaboration with
Philips Research Laboratories over the use of
these detected motion vectors to improve thefieldrate upconversion of the signal for display flicker
reduction has continued, and the early problems
over signal timing have now been corrected. D l
cassettes of the detected motion vectors can now
be reliably exchanged and the use of motion
compensation has been shown to result in an
increase of quality.
Further progress has also been made in the
collaboration w i t h Design and Equipment
Department over the improvement of slow-motion
quality. The image processing simulation software
has been successfully transferred to the D&ED
simulation system and used to study a number of
refinements to the motion vector assignment
algorithm. Hardware for the generation of the
additional television fields required for the slowmotion application has been designed by D&ED
and, at the time of writing, is in an advanced stage
of commissioning.

625-line PAL will also be required to be converted
to the HDTV standard of 1250-lines for two
purposes. Firstly, to improvethe display of 625-line
pictures at the domestic receiver, and secondly to
provide archive 625-line pictures at 1250-lines for
use in 1250-line studios. Equipment which had
previously been programmed for line rate upconversion to display a 625-line picture on an
HDTV monitor, without, taking into account the
change in aspect ratio, has now been adapted to
preserve the 4:3 aspect ratio within the 16:9
picture.
As a separate investigation, the motion measurement hardware has also been interfaced to a
'Vector' field-rate standards convener, made by
Vistek Ltd; as was mentioned in the 1989 Annual
Report this equipment has been developed by
Vistek Ltd, in consultation with the BBC, and
contains an interface enabling the interpolation
characteristics to be "steered" by an external feed
of motion vectors. The results of the first tests have
been encouraging.

Bit Rate Reduction for Long
Distance Transmission
The BBC has been participating i n work to define
a world wide standard for the transmission of
television signalson digital networksat 34 Mbit/s,
and playing a prominent role in trying to obtain
agreement between competing manufacturers of
coding equipment. It has proved virtually
impossible to have a consensus within Europe, and
the matter has been referred to ETSl in which an
indicative vote can be taken when consensus
proves impossible.
There is continuing close correspondence
between the standardisation activities in the CMlT
and the work of the RACE HlVlTS Project, in which
Research Department is a strong contributor.
Construction of a prototype 34 Mbit/s coder and
decoder has begun at Research Department, and
this equipment is a collaborative development
which will contain boards and components from
several European partners in the HlVlTS Project.
The Department is also working with European
RACE partners on the bit-rate reduction of digital
audio signals accompanying television, and is
developing a predictive audio coding system based
on NICAM.
An outline plan for an HDTV bit-rate reduction
codec comprising several 34 Mbit/s codecs in
parallel has been formulated. The BBC is maintaining a strong influence on the algorithm design

and is contributing to the realisation of a prototype
codec. The latter will be a major element in the
demonstration of the results of the HIVITS Project
and will be used for demonstrations of digital H D N
broadcasting to the WARC 92 conference in Spain
in March 1992.

Conditional Access Television
The BBC is keen to develop night-time downloading as a major new service with a broad base of
programming. Accordingly, BBC Subscription
Television Ltd was set-up, as a new division of BBC
Enterprises Ltd, with a mandate to develop fully a
range of night-time downloading services. New CA
technology will be used for these services:
Research Department and D&ED have worked
closely with the new team at BBC Subscription
Television Ltd, and have assisted in the drafting of
a technical requirements specification for this new
service. Several manufacturers have responded
with proposalsof systems and equipment. Elements
of the most promising these have been evaluated
in laboratory and over-air tests.

Image Processing Facilities
Last year Solbourne Computer introduced us to a
newly available machine containing four RlSC
(Reduced Instruction Set Computer) processors in
a single unit, giving a power equivalent to
65 microVAXs. Two of these four-processor
machines were purchased, together with twelve
2.0 Gbyte Winchester discdrives -about six times
the disc storage capacity previously available. The
computers were delivered in March and April and
the disc installation was completed in September.
Under the same scheme 6,400 1 Mbit DRAMS
were purchased to complete the population of our
three 400 MByte sequence stores. It is now
possible to display up to 7.2 seconds of H D N
material in RGB form at 72 MHz sample rate or
9.6 seconds at 54 MHz. The system was used
during August and September to prepare about
400 frames of computer simulated processing of
enhanced PALcodinganddecodingfor demonstration
at IBC 90. It takes about 30 minutes per frame for
one of the new computers to perform the coding
anddecoding operation of an HDTVpicture through
enhanced PAL and back to a 1250-line display.

Outside Broadcast Links
Demand for circularly-polarised radio-camera
antennas designed by Research Department for
the 2.5 GHz and 12 GHz bands, and also the

2.5 GHz helicopter antenna, has been high, and
further development of the prototypes, including
redesign of the 2.5 GHz helicopter antenna for the
3.5 and 5.5 GHz bands has produced a set of
designs which have been put out to commercial
manufacture. Gratifyingly, the BBC won the Royal
Television Society Technology Award for the
development of radio cameras.
The introduction of stereophonic sound i n
television creates the problem of the need to
transmit stereophonic sound over the existing
Band I channels for backpack portable FM radio
links. A medium-quality baseband multiplex
solution has been proposed and experimental
equipment constructed to test the principles.

Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB)
Our participation in the Eureka 147 (DAB) Project
continues w i t h studies of various possible
terrestrial and satellite broadcasting options and
transmitter requirements. In particular, the singlefrequency network (SFN) concept, where a
national network of some twelve stereophonic
programme services could, i n principle, be
accommodated in only one 4 MHz spectrum block,
is promising for terrestrial application. It may also
have useful attributes for a hybrid satellite/
terrestrial system for large-area coverage, e.g. for
half of Europe.
Four low bit-rate audio codecs were evaluated in
subjective tests at Kingswood Warren, early in
1990, to assist the BBC's Eureka partners in the
development of their equipment and in their
preparations to compete in IS0 tests later in the
year. The two Eureka codecs subsequently
submitted for the IS0 tests were placed first and
second (out of four) and were judged to be
substantially better than the non-Eureka codecs.

Routeing Broadcasting Signals on
Optical Fibres
The first implementation of optical transmission
for conveying programmes within a studio centre
in digital form isa high bit-rate multiplexof audio in
Broadcasting House, London. An audio routeing
system which exploits recently established multichannel standards has recently been installed, in
collaboration with Design Group of Design and
Equipment Department, for field trials. Research
Department is developing a high bit-rate multiplexing system and an optical signal path by which
more than 200 digital audio signals can be
distributed on a single fibre.

The technology used has been limited to current,
generally available, components since these
provide adequate capability for working at the
requisite 500 Mbit/s. Thus, although significant
new ground is being broken, the system does not
depend on 'state of the art' hardware and attention
will thus be focused on practical experience of the
facilities provided.

would enable travel information to be broadcast in
densely coded digital form via the RDS datachannel and independently of the normal sound
programme signal. The partners in the RDS-ALERT
Consortium are Castle Rock Consultants (UK)
(prime partner), CCETT Rennes, Blaupunkt. Philips,
and the UK Transport Road Research Laboratory
(TRRL).
A key activity is to develop and implement an
agreed set of tests whereby the various proposed
systems can be tested under uniform and
repeatable test conditions. In order to obtain
precise and repeatable results and yet maintain
the realism of field testsconducted on the road, the
BBC has developed a novel field-test emulation
technique: this allows different proposals to be
examined in the laboratory using a single set of
error-files derived from data recorded in over-air
reception tests. The technique has proved
completely successful and is expected to be of
application in testing other systems eg DAB.

Multiplexed digital audio routeing system: this photograph shows the
laser transmitter card and the connection being made to the fibre tail at
the input of the optical receiver

Measurements of the performance of two
proposed RDS-TMC protocols using the new
technique showed that RDS-TMC could provide a
reliable service throughout the service area of FM
transmitters. The capacity required in the RDSdata
multiplex is about 74 bit/s which could be

Diagram showing the 500 MbWs multiplexer and demultiplexer
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RDS-ALERT
RDS-ALERT is a two-~earcolbborative project
which aims to establish a standard for a Traffic
Message Channel (TMC) feature within RDS. This

accommodated even on those transmitters which
also broadcast the Radiotext feature of RDS.
Neither of the two proposed protocols, ALERT A or
ALERT B, has been found to be optimum, and a
new protocol, ALERT C has been sysnthesised.

There is wide acceptance of ALERT C in the EBU,
ECMT and CENELEC, and it is expected the
consensus will be reached on it as the standard for
RDS-TMC by the end of 1990.

Acoustic Transmission Suite
The tests relating to improvements in Camden
partitions (a type of studio partition developed
some years ago by the BBC) have now been
completed, and a different form of construction has
been recommended to speed up on-site work. In
addition, a collaborative study with Redland has
produced an alternative to the Camden, based on
metal-framed partitions. This is considerably
simpler than even the improved Camden and
promises even greater cost reductions. Projects
are being identified where these designs can be
used in earnest.

Studio Acoustics

Diving Helmet Noise Suppressor
The BBC's Natural History Unit at Bristol expressed
an interest in improving a diving helmet air-noise
suppressor previously developed for them some
years ago. Their recent decision to buy rather than
hire a 'bubble' helmet meant t h a t small
mechanical modifications could be made to it in
order that the noise suppressor could be both
improved and fitted inside the helmet, with
consequence reductions in induced electrical
noise. (A loud hissing noise, generated by the airinlet valve, occurs every time the diver inhales and
this sound level considerably exceeds that of the
diver's speech.) These changes were successfully
demonstrated to the Unit in Bristol and the device
has been used in 'The Natural World' on BBC
Television and 'The Natural History Programme'on
BBC Radio.

When the first facilities at Television Centre Stage
5, Technical level 4, became ready for acoustic
evaluation, i t was found that the required
performance was not achieved. Several visits had
to be made to the site in support of the project
team, to carry out tests as the contractor

Componentparts of a 'bubble'diving helmet showing a prototype air-noiseI suppressor. Inset is an off-sueen picture showing the helmet in use.

responsible for the design strove to meet the
specifications, and radical changes were
necessary before the facilities could be accepted.
The equivalent installation in Technical level 5 was
significantly changed at the design stage as a
result of RD involvement, and acceptable results
were obtained first time.

At present, filming is i n progress for a new series,
'Sea Trek'. So far, all of the BBC-designed equipment, of which the new noise suppressor forms
part, has functioned very satisfactorily, allowing
the use of more complex production techniques
than were possible previously. To date, the amount
of programme material obtained has considerably
exceeded expectat ions.
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ENGINEERING INFORMA

RESTRUCTURE
Engineering Information Department, previously
organised into three sections - Promotions,
Publicity, and Liaison - has been restructured
into two.
Promotions and Publicity have been combined into
one section headed by Promotions and
Publicity Manager Alan Lafferty,
responsible for all EID's publications,
*, .
7press releases, and exhibitions.
Peter Lonsdale, Head of Liaison
Section, remains responsible for reception
surveys and investigations, and the technical
enquiry service.

SURVEYS
Over the last year EID has surveyed the coverage of 36 television and radio transmitting
stations and conducted investigations into ..
television reception problems in 37 areas.

EXHIBITIONS
On the exhibition front the maior event was. of

BBC stand attracted considerable interest from the
professional visitors.

,

ggOwill be rememberedasthe year when Eureka
HDTV first made an impression on the general
public. In April the system was shown to the
general public for the first time at the Ideal Home
exhibition, which over a period of 24 days
600,000 visitors from all over the UK.
InJuly closed-circuit HDTVdemonstrationswere
mounted at Wimbledon, with HDTV receivers in
the Press Restaurant, Players' Lounge and
Spectators' Area showing continuous coverage
from the Centre Court. During the Football World
Cup in June and July. three matches played at the
Olympic Stadium in Rome were shown in HDTV to
invited audiences at Television Centre. The HDMAC programme signals were provided by Italian
broadcaster RAI and relayed to TC via a BBC
channel on the Olympussatellite. Thiswas the first
HD-MAC transmission of a live HDTV broadcast.

RADIO 2/RADIO 5 CHANGES
An important day for EID was 27 August, when
Radio 5 took over Radio 2's medium frequencies,
and Radio 2 became the UK's first national FMonly service.
In co-operation with Radio, EID's planning for this
major event started many months before, with the

EID Survey and Investigation Vehicle

objective of ensuring a smooth changeover to FM
for the six million R2 listeners who habitually
listened on medium wave.

tuning guides, the latter often specially prepared
for the area being visited. The clinic is usually
manned by two staff.

It was decided to take action on four fronts:

Theclinics started in the Midlands in January with
the launch of BBC CWR, visiting Coventry,
Leamington, Nuneaton, Warwick, Rugby, Atherstone
and Stratford over a period of eight days. By midOctober the caravan had travelled to another 34
towns, and had assisted with the launch of Radio
Suffolk in April, with the East of England Show in
July, and all of the 'Radio Goes to Town' events.

The introduction of mobile FM tuning clinics to
provide face-to-face advice for the public.
The production of a new range of simple 'Howto-Tune' leaflets.
The provision of technical back-up for a
number of seminars aimed at radio retailers
around the country.
Aconsiderable expansion of the EID telephone
answering service to be advertised as the
Radio Helpline-backed up bya newly developed
computer-basedtransmitter informationsystem.

TUNING CLINICS
The clinics make use of a 16 ft caravan equipped
with a variety of receivers, including RDS car
radios, plus a good selection of EID leaflets and

LEAFLETS
New leaflets included a radio buying guide, tuning
advice for FM in general and Radio 2 in particular,
for Radio 2 in the car, and for the new Radio 5
service on medium-wave only. A special leaflet
was also produced for Schools, and a 'credit card'
FM frequency guide proved very popular.

Later in the year a radio Frequency Finder booklet
was produced with FM and Radio 5 coverage maps
and individual frequency listings for 120 towns.

RETAILER SEMINARS
EID provided support for 10 regional retailer
seminars held in the months leading up to the
changes. The first was held in London in March,
and was followed by further seminars at BBC
Regional Centres in Birmingham, Manchester,
Newcastle, Bristol, Belfast, and Cardiff.
Two seminars were held at the Radio Goes toTown
big top in Torquay and Glasgow, and we were
invited back to Birmingham to present a seminar to
a group of 80 retailers.
Following comprehensive briefings by Radio and
EID staff, the retailers were taken on VIP tours at
the BBC Regional Centres.

RADIO HELPLINE
EID's telephone answering service traditionally
employs three or four experienced engineers
backed up by paper-based transmitter and
coverage information.
The decision to introduce a special Radio Helpline
with eight dedicated incoming lines, heavily
advertised and chargedat local call rate, inevitably
meant that relatively inexperienced staff would
have to be drafted-in to assist in this operation.
This was one of the factors that led to the development of a computer-based system providing rapid
VDU access to map-based coverage information
for FM Network Radio, drawn from Research
Department service planning information. The
system was developed by 'Systems Options' in
conjunction with Research Department and is
known as the 'Wings Package', after the name of
the Systems Option software.
The system was delivered in early June and was
operational by mid-June. For maximum reliability
it consists of two separate networks working
independently, each with a file server and five
stations. The wisdom of this approach was highlighted when, in the crucial mid-August period, a
breakdown forced us to work for a short time with
one server and ten workstations. The Helpline
began in May, and from 13 August to 2 September
was manned from 8.00 am to 8.00 pm, seven days

a week. More than 20,000 calls were taken during
this 20-day period.
The Wings System was of considerable help in
allowing this volume of calls to be efficiently
handled, and plans are now in hand to extend the
system to include television coverage.

POST MORTEM
The most recent surveys show that the great
majority of R2 medium-wave listeners successfully made the change to FM, and the small loss of
audiencethat did occur appears to be mainly due to
sport enthusiasts moving to R5. Many factors were
obviously at work here, but in the light of this result
the Helpline, Clinics, Wings Package, etc. must be
judged a considerable success, and similar
measures are likely to be adopted when R3
becomes FM-only, probably in the autumn of next
year. At that time NlCAM 728 television stereo
sound will receive its public launch, and it is hoped
that by then the Wings Package will also include
television transmitter and coverage data to help
with the expected increase in the number of
television enquiries.

ENGINEERING T R A I .

The training load has continued at a very heavy
level throughout the year. Historically we have
always regarded the autumn period as being that
of our peak activity. This year a desire by virtually
all of our clients to shorten the periods between
'Training Progression' courses has resulted in a
very heavy load during the other periodsof the year
as well, because recent recruits have returned for
their 'second level' courses earlier than usual.
Significant changes in the patterns of training for
both operational and broadcast engineering
categories of staff have been developing over the
past year. In Engineering, the uniform pattern of
'A - B - C' progression for all engineering staff
regardless of Directorate is changing and some of
the new courses have already been introduced.
Precise details are not yet finalised but no longer is
there any necessity for the same pattern of
'progression' courses to be run for all Directorates.
In order todetermine requirements we are working
closely with line managers in the Directorates and
will be running as many different patterns of
courses and small modules as is necessary,
economical, and within the limits of our resources.
The Training Consultative Meeting will ensure that
the status of staff in relevant categories is still
recognised across Directorates.
In Television Operations the changes are being
driven by the combination of the desire to shorten
the period between recruitment and full basic
competence and the effect of the policy of common
recruitment into film and electronic work. In Audio
Operations different patterns of training now
reflect the differing nature of the work in Radio and
World Service. A new pattern of training for
Building Engineering Services staff has now been
planned and we are hopeful of being able to award
joint City and Guilds/BBC certificates for those
meeting the required standards of competence.

McCrinick Conference Centre
In order to reduce the cost of training at Wood
Norton, one of our aims is to increase income by
offering conference facilities for hire to outside
organisations. Business from these groups has

increased three-fold in the last 15 months from
companies such as Muraspec, Ken Stoke Ltd,
Audit Commission, Group 4, various County
Councils, Wychavon District Council, Churchill
Hospital (Oxford), The Home Office, Worcester
Technical College, Camden Food & Drink
Research and the Sports Council.
The conference business has grown considerably
since the opening of the new McCrirrick
Conference Centre in January. Many compliments
have been received regarding thequality of service
and the facilities available. The building housing
the Centre was originally built in 1957 in one of
the most delightful parts of the estate, creating
an atmosphere of peace and tranquility. The 52
original rooms have been completely refurbished
into single-bedded rooms with en-suite facilities to
3-star hotel standards.

The McCirrick Conference Centre.

The conference presentation area is equipped with
overhead and 35 mm slide projection as well as
video cassette playback which is displayed on two
large-screen monitors. The usual ancillary
equipment (eg marker boards, flip charts etc) is
included as standard, and additional requirements
can easily be met. BBCdepartmentsusing McCrirrick
include Engineering Personnel, Corporate
ManagementDevelopment Division, Transmission,
World Service, Enterprises, Radio Personnel,
Television Studio Electrical Services, Television
Administration & Accommodation Services,
Occupational Health, Building & Engineering
Services, Local Radio, Television Engineering,
Children I n Need, Schools Broadcasting and
Finance Directorate.

ENGINEERING COMPUTER SERVICES

EMIAS
EMIAS (Engineering Management Information
and Accounting System) is the central database of
figures and information, controlling capital for the
whole of the BBC and revenue/operating for the
Engineering Directorate.
Over the past year the throughput of transactions
has increased by about 20%. partly due to more
facilities being available and partly to an increase
in the number of system users with direct access.
Over 270 input transactions and enquiries are
available inTransaction Processing, backed up by a
large range of more substantial reports which are
produced overnight.
The system is now accessed by many areas in
Television, Radio, World Service, News and
Current Affairs, National and English Regions,
Finance, and Open University, as well as most of
Engineering Directorate. Users in all Directorates
have access to the capital data while users in the
Engineering Directorate also have access to the
revenue/operating data.
During the year work has continued to maintain
and support the service provided by EMIAS,
achieving almost 100% uptime for much of the
year, and to further develop the facilitiesoffered as
part of the system.
Further enhancements have been made to the
input of Finance Case Detailsand a system to help
project leaders with expenditure forecasting has
been developed.
The Manpower System has been largely rewritten
to provide a more reliable and more user-friendly
system. The main programs were installed in time
to process manpower for the Junequarter. Work is
continuing toallow Engineering Financetoadjust/
transfer effort between units and to improve the
range of reports available.

The Local Order System which prints orders to
suppliersandsimuItaneouslyupdatescommitment
figures held in EMIAS, has been installed in
several new sites, ie Transmission Engineering
Department (Jan), Research (Feb)andInfTE (June).
It is intended to install the system in Purchasing
and ETD during the next year.
BBC Invoices, eg for site sharing, were previously
typed manually but since January have been
produced automatically on a Unisys computer and
the data fed into EMIAS to update the figures.

The revenue-pendingfile which is used to generate
the changes needed to adjust full year costs and
annual budget each year, was changed to cope
with the new requirements arising from the BBC
change to Priority Based Budgeting.
In addition to the Operating Downloading transaction which enables a user to download full year
costs, budgets, commitmentsand expenditure into
a Unisysspreadsheet, a new transaction for Capital
Downloading capital approvals, commitment and
expenditure was released in December.

INTER-DIRECTORATE TRANSFERS
The Central JACS (Journal Automatic Clearing
System), used to automatically transfer expenditure between the separate Directorate accounting
systems, was installed in August and handed over
asa working system to Computer Projects, Finance
in November. The link which fully automates the
feed into EMIAS was put in place at the beginning
of March.
The Engineering JACS System was enhanced to
take electronic feeds from other systems including
CEMAST (Control of Engineering Materials,
Acquisition, Storage) and Transport, to feed into
the Central JACS System.

CEMAST IMPROVEMENT
Enhancementswere made to allow a user-friendly
enquiry and ordering service via dial-up and other
on-line access, with subsequent increased use.

Many of our mainframe links have been upgraded
with IPA2, an ICL Communication system. As well
as the direct links of IPA2, some of our users are
starting to use IPA3, an ICL-X.25 interconnection
system.

EMIAS WORKING PARTY
Investigation has begun into the need for a
replacementfor the existing EMIAS System, which
is now more than 15 years old. The introduction of
much improved technology in recent years offers
potentialimprovements in performanceandeconomy.

As part of the current year objectives, ECS worked
hard on the problem of interoperability between
systems within Engineering. This included
enhancing links between the Directorate's Unisys
equipment and the ICL mainframe, and exploring
interconnectivity between PCs and 620s.
Some 40 possible options were identified, and in
May this year we were able to demonstrate how
electronic mail, spreadsheet, mainframe access,
word processing and project control applications
can be integrated across different computer
operating systems.
The presentation was very successful and has
been repeated several times. All major departments within Engineering, the Information
Technology Managers Meeting and Unisys
Oasis users have all seen our lnteroperability
Presentation.

X.25 ENHANCEMENT AND EXPANSION
Since the beginning of the year Engineering
Secretariat, Research and Engineering Finance
have been connected to X.25 services (X.25 is the
name given to a telecommunications system
operating to international standards, enabling
different equipments to communicate). Currently
some 30 local area networks are connected to the
X.25 directly and five others indirectly.
The electronic mail has expanded from 250 users
last year to about 600 users. Over 10,000 mail
messages have been sent.

UNISYS SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
We installed and upgraded some 60-70 pieces of
software for our users. Most of our customers now
use BTOSII, the latest Unisys operating system.
Many applications packages were installed
including word processing, calendars, mail, spreadsheets, networking, leave, and local orders.

On application development, we have completed
SB&I (Simultaneous Broadcasting & Intercommunication) lines phase 1, which deals with the
permanent lines managed by Circuit Allocation
Unit. The system is now used by Circuit Allocation
Unit, Audio TelecommunicationsArea, Broadcasting
Commsand Engineering Finance. Usersare linked
to the central SB&I database using X.25.

MAINTAINING ECS-DEVELOPED SYSTEMS
ECS has commissioned the Engineering Personnel
Department computer system. We have installed
some 40 pieces of hardware and maintained the
existing ECS-developed application systems.
Finally we have also successfully negotiated a
comprehensivehardwareand software maintenance
contract for Engineering Directorate Unisys users.
The software maintenance arrangement has
enabled us to upgrade all our users' existing
software for a fixed charge.

SYSTEM TRANSFERS
Last September ECS planned and successfully
completedall thecomputer moves to Warwick with
minimum disruption; some 14 local area networks
were involved. We had a large involvement in the
transfer of computing equipment when Finance
and Costings moved from Henry Wood House to
33 Cavendish Square. Four networkswere involved.

IT POLICIES FOR ENGINEERING
Within the past six months ECS was instrumental
in formulating a series of IT policies for the
Engineering Computer Steering Group, the most
important of which is the PC Standard, recommending hardware and software to be available
throughout the Directorate.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT

Energy Management Section's objectives are:(a) To reduce the BBC's utility expenditure by a
minimum of f100.000 a year. This may be
achieved by:
- Continually reviewing purchasing costs and
ensuring the most cost-effective options are
selected.
-Conducting joint energy surveys at BBC
sites, with the aim of reducing energy
consumption and costs.
-Ensuring the payback term is less than 3
years, where capital investment is required.
(b) To provide technical advice and support to BBC
staff on energy matters.
(c) To make visits and presentations to external
organisations in the promotion of Energy
Management.
(d) To be the BBC's corporate point of contact on
all matters relating to Energy Management.
In the last two years this small section (staff of four)
has achieved substantial economies. By the
financial year 1989/90, accumulated savings
were around f 3 m gross, or f 2 m nett after
deduction of capital and operating costs.
Major energy surveys have been completed and
Finance Cases approved for BH London, BH Belfast
and Pebble Mill. Other survey reports have been or
are being compiled for BH Bristol, BH Leeds,
Sutton Coldfield and BH Cardiff. Following an
earlier EMS survey, BH Glasgow received an
external award for the efficient use of electrical
energy for lighting. In all these studies, the
importance of local staff involvement must be
emphasised.

Large savings are also being achieved on water
costs. At Llandaff a reduction i n operating
expenditure of some •’21,000 was realised, in
addition to a refund from Welsh Water of some
f 45,000.

Future Plans
Joint energy surveys planned include Local Radio
stations and Bush House.
EMS will continue to negotiateaggressively, using
the BBC's Corporate strength to reduce electricity
costs at all 16 sites with greater than 1 MW
Consumption. (As a result of reorganisation of the
electricity industry due to privatisation, we have
already been able to negotiate a deal, on a
competitive tender basis, with Powergen for the
supply of electricity to these sites, with a resultant
saving of f2.3m i n 1990/91). Later, when
Government regulations allow, EMS will seek the
best purchasing deal for our sites having
consumptions between 100 kW and 999 kW.
The favourable corporate multi-site British Gas
contracts we have negotiated will be monitored
continously, to ensure that the best financial
options are selected. The section will also ensure
that the Corporation continues to obtain the best
deal on utilities ( s u c h a s water) which are
presently on tariff options.
Lastly, the section wil continue to consider and
develop the use of hi-tech/computer technology to
support all its activities.

RECRUITMENT

During the 1989/90 financial year Engineering
and Technical Operations Recruitment Section
recruited a combined total of 278 staff into the
technical category of which 114 were direct entry
engineers, 83 were trainee engineers and trainee
engineer graduates, and 81 technical operators. In
addition to these permanent appointments 39
vacation students were selected and 33 prospective engineering graduates offered sponsorship.
The table below shows how the intake was
distributed between the various Directorates.
This level of recruitment, which met virtually all
the targets set by the User Departments, was
achieved in a fiercely competitive market place
where the demand for capable applicants seems
insatiable whilst the reservoir of competent young
people is steadily declining. For reasons which
have received wide publicity this situation is
unlikely to improve in the foreseeable future.
The continued successful recruitment of technical
staff will, in the future, therefore, require new
approaches supported by additional resources.
Over the past 12 months Recruitment Section has
made considerable progress in implementing a
strategy designed to meet this future challenge.
Earlier in the year presentations of this strategy
were given to Senior Managers in all the Output
Directorates. These presentations detailed how
the recruitment function should be adapted to
meet the future needs of the BBC.

In essence the strategy is composed of three
elements: the first deals with attracting a greater
number and wider range of applicants; the second
concerns the extensive use of objective assessment in the selection procedure; whilst the third
deals with the means of developing a closer
collaboration between Recruitment Section and
those Departments it serves. The objectives of the
strategy are to increase the quantity of suitable
applications and provide a selection system which
is demonstrably fair, and giving a greater range of
opportunities to potential applicants irrespective of
age, sex, disability, ethnic background or religious
conviction.
Pilot work on the initiatives has been undertaken in
Radio, Television, Regions and particularly Transmission, and in all cases the results have been
most encouraging. The strategy overall has
attracted favourable comment both from within
the BBC and elsewhere. Anyone seeking further
details is invited to contact Head of Engineering
and Technical Operations Recruitment on
LBH 5726.
The past year also saw the placing of a contract for
the new recruitment computer system employing
bespoke software. This system is due to be
commissioned towards the end of this year.
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INFORMA TION TECHNOOLOGY ENGINEERING
The past year has been, in general, one of
consolidation for the Department; but with an
extension of services into the 'help-desk' and
specialist training arenas.
'Interoperability' has been the keyword as far as
the 'technology' is concerned. I n close cooperation with our colleagues in Engineering
Computer Services and with assistance from
technical staff from Unisys, considerable success
has been achieved in this very difficult area.
Integration between Novell PC networks, Unisys
BTOS clusters, UNlX mini-computers, and the ICL
mainframes has been demonstrated to audiences
both within the BBC and externally, through the
auspices of the Unisys UK user group. Connectivity
was attained by the use of international and defacto standards; by the use of third-party software
products; and lastly, but by no means least(ly), by
the use of extensive amounts of BBC technical
brain-power!
Work in this direction is to continue, and in due
course the BBC's major computer suppliers will
each be asked to assist, as Unisys have already
done. The long-term objective is to make local
preference of hardware products irrelevant, as far
as assimilation into the BBC-wide 'grand-plan' is
concerned.

Regional Directorate
The implementation of the DEC based 'Basys'
newsroom system throughout the Regions is
proceeding apace on some 54 installation sites.
Major machine bases are being installed at each of
the eight regional and national centres, with
smaller workstation networks - down to six
workstations - i n each satellite newsroom,
including all local radio stations.
In order to improve its performance as an
'integrated newsroom' by permitting immediate
access to all sources of news information, a
dedicated 'bridged' network is being provided,
which is being carried 'piggy-back', in many cases
on existing BBC internal telecommunications
circuits. This work is being undertaken in close
co-operation with Transmission Department.

A considerable portion of the network will have
been completed by the end of the current year;
however a small number of regional sites cannot
be completed until 1991, since other development
work - such as that taking place at Southampton
- must be completed first.
As forecast last year, the installation will form the
largest Basys system anywhere in the world, with
around 2000 workstations.

Enterprises
The a c y n t for the future in the BBC must be on
standards and compatibility. The multi-directorate
nature of the White City building is a prime
example of the dire need for standardisation.
Office Automation products are here now; the
transfer of graphical images and the use of
electronic mail WILLbe the norm i n years to come.
We must be ready for this explosion.
Some of the major activities of the Department are
summarised here.

Within Enterprises, the Editorial system for the
production of Radio Times has been in service
since the beginning of 1990. The Tandem
processors, located in the computer centre at
Sulgrave House under a facilities management
agreement with Computer Services, are now
connected directly by private data circuits to
typesetters in Waterloo. This enables editorial staff
to make-up complete pages of the magazine,
without the need for any subsequent type-setting
operation.

'Capturing the first keystroke' of billings material
now extends right back into many of the
programme-makers areas. Material from transmission schedules is merged with producers' text,
thus ensuring the accuracy of the raw copy
appearing at the sub-editors workstation.
lnformation Technology Engineering Department
is currently working closely with Magazines
division of Enterprises in order to extend this
facility to the remaining production areas.
As was reported last year, extensive Office
Automation facilities have been provided for
Enterprises, both in their premises at Woodlands
and in Marylebone High Street. Information
Technology Engineering Department has been
advising on alternative means of extending this
system to overseas premises in Australia and
Canada.

Additional miscellaneous work has been undertaken in areas such as Engineering Personnel,
where an office automation system has been
provided i n conjunction w i t h Engineering
Computer Services.

Finance Directorate
Within Finance Directorate, projects have been
undertaken both at Sulgrave House, and in the
accountancy departments.
Refurbishment has been carried out in the
SulgraveTechnical Support and Printer areas; and
provision has been made for dual sourcing of the
incoming mains power supplies within the operations room. New LEB transformers have been
provided, together with a rationalisation of the
loads - which totals around 1 MW!

White City
The Department is actively engaged i n the
provision of data facilities within the new White
City building. A building services management
system is to be provided, and the considerable
general expansion in office automation requirements by directorates has led to the need for a data
communications 'flood wiring' programme to be
considered for all floor areas. The Department is
currently assessing tenders for the wiring and
network management of this facility.
When the planning of this project started at the
beginning of the year InffED undertook a full
survey of all the Departments scheduled to move
into the building. A detailed database was
established, containing full documentation of all
existing and planned IT facilities. Changes to the
plans are, at the time of writing, still taking place,
leading to appropriate modifications to this database. However, the information gathered and held
will be of considerable value to displaced Departments when their final destinations are known.

Engineering Directorate
The principal activities within Engineering
Directorate -as far as lnfTED is concerned-have
been associated with the move of Transmission to
Warwick; and with network expansion at ETD.
The Department has assisted in the provision of a
'twisted-pair' data communications network at
Warwick, and a 'broadband spine' linking all
buildings on the campus at Wood Norton.

ICL 'DRS' equipment has been provided for a new
Payroll system for Salaries Accounts; and
additionally installations have been undertaken for
Pensions Accounts and for BBC Cashiers.

Personnel Directorate
COPPER Ill installations have proceededwithin the
Regions, giving local Personnel Officers
immediate access to their local staff records; and
permitting the two-way updating of personnel
records between the local system and the
corporate COPPER II master files. Transfer of the
COPPER data communications facilities is being
made to the evolving private X.25 packet-switched
network.
InfTED has also undertaken projects in a number of
Personnel associated areas. A new computer
office automation system has been providedfor the
BBC Club; and enhancements have been made,
and new equipment installed in Legal Advisors
division - including Copyright and Solicitors
Departments.
Systems have also been provided for Employment
Policy, Corporate Recruitment, Secretarial &
Clerical Services, Occupational Health, Pay
Relativities and Industrial Relations - including a
central system to hold COSHH records.

The Chairman, DG, DDG, Corporate
Affairs and PU
Within these areas numerous projects have been
administered, ranging from an office automation
network for senior management to a replacement
of the New York Finance computer system.
A desk-top publishing system has been provided
for Ariel, giving similarfacilities- but on a smaller
scale - to those provided for the editorial staff of
Radio Times.
A small editorial-type system has also been
provided for International Relations, to handle the
production of the Feedback documents for overseas travellers; and Pronunciation Unit has been
equipped with specialist type-fonts to be used to
prepare a BBC pronunciation directory.
Small systems have also been installed for
Programme CorrespondenceSection and BBC Data.

In Conclusion
As was stated in the introduction to this report,
much fundamental 'research' into the many and
varied technologies which together form the world
of Information Technology, has been undertaken.
IT incorporates the collection, processing, storage
and dissemination of information. It is a mixture of
m i c r o - a n d o p t o - e l e c t r o n i c technology,
communications and politics!
Techniques change daily; we must not fall behind.

SAFETY SER VICES ENGINEERIN

Contribution to Corporate Safety
The span of responsibility of Safety Services
Engineering covers all functions and activities
within Engineering Directorate, and also includes
providing a specialist consultancy service on
engineering safety matters to all other
Directorates. The creation of a corporate safety
structure and Manager Safety Services posts in
the Output Directorates, has not diminished the
role of Engineering Safety Services throughout the
corporation or changed its function w i t h i n
Engineering Directorate. The Engineering
Management Safety Committee (EMSC) continues
to provide support and advice by producing
engineering safety regulations, guidance papers
and codes of practice which are in use in technical
areas in all Directorates.

Safety Training
By now you will have read Corporate Guidance
Paper No 1 'Responsibility for Health and Safety'.
This emphasises that for everyone safety responsibilities are personal and cannot be avoided by
delegation. To assist members of Engineering
Division to identify and fulfil the responsibilities of
their posts, i n October a paper was presented to
EMSC outlining a comprehensive training strategy
for the Directorate and containing nine specific
proposals. This strategy is intended to ensure that
the training needs and responsibilities of each
category of post are clearly identified, and that
formal records are kept to ensure that each postholder receives the appropriate training and is fully
aware of the responsibilities specific to the post.

EMSC
In order to accommodate changes in the organisation of the BBC and the channels for giving safety
advice, as w e l l as the introduction of n e w
legislaton and user feedback, the content of
existing regulations, codes of practice, and
guidance papers has been under review during the
past year. In addition a new code of practice for
Hydraulic Hoists is i n preparation.

Also the following corporate papers are being
prepared for presentation to EMSC:
Code of Practice: Noise at Work
Guidance Paper: Meeting HSE Inspectors
Code of Practice: Electrical safety for all Staff

Noise at Work Regulations
The noise at work regulations came into force in
January this year. These regulations treat all loud
sound as noise, and apply equally to programme
sound and workshop noise.
Very short notice was given of the legal changes,
and EMSC Codes of Practice 7 and 11 were issued
in response to the changes. These codes which
were produced to a very tight time scale were
'provisional' and a working party has been formed
to write a corporate code for the protection of the
hearing of staff, but the diverse programming and
safety interests have made the formulation of a
realistic text difficult to achieve. The corporate
code will have to ensure not just the protection of
hearing but also compliance with a law written
with manufacturing industries in mind, rather than
the entertainment industries where the pattern of
exposure is often intermittent and not continuous
throughout the working day.

Recently Introduced Regulations
As well as Noise at Work these include COSHH and
Electricity at Work Regulations. A l t h o u g h
Engineering Directorate safety standards were
high before the introduction of the regulations a
high degree of compliance has already been
achieved, and this owes much to the effort and
dedication shown by those managers whose areas
were most affected by these new regulations.

RF Radiation
Measurements have shown that, in places, VHF
and UHF antennas produce E fields which appear
to exceed the current National Radiological
Protection Board (NRPB) guideline levels for safe
working. Work is continuing with NRPB to obtain
further guidanceabout theextent of the hazard in a
number of specific areas so that this information
can be taken into account when confirming that
working practicesare safe. Work is also continuing
to improve methods of measuring the possible
hazard in the near field of a radiating antenna. The
support and advice given by Research Department
in this area has been invaluable.
An epidemiological survey is being carried out. A
total of 57 climbers have been examined and no
abnormalities have been found. There is now
growing public concern about the possible effects
of electro-magnetic fields produced by power lines,
electrically operated appliances and equipment
such as VDUs. With the increasing number of
VDUs generally in use, the need for Research
Department to make effort available for consultancy purposes and to advise on measurement
techniques and the interpretation of results, is
likely to continue.
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